Security by integration
RISK ADVISORY
Unwanted influence on your business activities through internal-external influence or a burglary,
from extortion to arson and from activism to terrorism. Many organizations struggle with a good
and effective Security and Safety policy. It is difficult to keep such threats manageable and it is
often unclear how strong or weak the organization is when it comes to Security and Safety issues.
Solid Systems - Risk Advisory helps those organizations by bringing relevant risks under control in
a predetermined risk acceptable, controlled and manageable manner.
Security Management according to “De Haagse Methodiek” (DHM) is a well-known concept within
the Dutch Security branch. This methodology has been devised for a manageable Security
structure within companies and institutions; from policy-making to implementation, including quality
assurance and auditing.

Limit your Risks
The extent to which a series of threats must actually be seen as a realistic Risk depends on a
careful assessment of the credibility of the threat, the specific vulnerabilities of the organization, the
environment and the extent to which an unexpected incident can affect the organization. By having
the Security Management package tested in the final sense, you have a certified package of
Security measures at your disposal, with which an organization can demonstrate towards third
parties that it has done everything possible to make all Risks and threats visible, controlled and
manageable.
Reliable Security Management therefore requires customization. After all, a logistics company
within a seaport area or a department store in the city centre is exposed to completely different
Risks than High Risk and Critical environments, such as museums or banking institutions.

Avoid third-party liability
The DHM method offers all actors involved in Security the possibility of helps identify Security
problems from the same approach and, if necessary, solving them corporate together.
Benefits of DHM Security Management:
Flexible method;
Systematic approach;
Organized;
Transparency;
Accountability;
Quality assurance;
Standardization;
Cost reduction.
Components of DHM Security Management:
Interne Security Audit: ISA - organization chart;
Security Policy Plan: SBP - organization chart;
Basic Security Plan: BSP - organization chart;
Monitoring plan: BWP - organization chart;
Internal Security Organization Plan: plan IBO;
Determine Incident manageability: Ib;
External Security Organization Plan: plan EBO;
Periodic Inspection Program: PIP;
Company Security Manager: BSM - organization chart;
Security Management Package: SMP - organization chart.

Security by integration
The business unit can offer elements such as a RISA, Security Quick Scan (SQS) and ISA-ISPSTAPA-BORG audits, Risk assessments and vulnerable Risk management tools.
Solid Systems - Risk Advisory can help you further with audits, research and advice of:
Security & Safety policy;
Risk analyzes and threat scenarios
Compliance with Safety and Security;
Outsourcing of Safety tasks;
Security of locations, people and transports with a High Risk;
Cutbacks, increasing efficiency, investment plans and innovation proposals;
Security & Safety scans and audits;
Evaluations, second opinions;
Lessons learned and best practices;
Project leaders, coaches and working group members.

Safety Awareness
As an employer, you are responsible for creating a Safe working environment for your employees.
However, are you aware of the latest legislation and regulations? Are all Risks visible? Solid
Systems specializes in analysing and advising on Safety and Security Risks, as well as in
complying with laws and regulations. As part of this service, an experienced Risk Advisory
consultant visits the client's location to identify the Safety Risks. Based on the inventory, analysis
and evaluation, Risk Advisory makes recommendations to eliminate or minimize the identified
Risks.
Our Risk Advisory consultant can help you further with audits, research and advice of:
Flexible methods;
Evacuation plans;
Emergency plans;
BHV plans for emergency response;
Risk inventories;
Risk assessments;
Safety audits;
Aggression scans;
Crisis management plan.
Risk Advisory has an independent position within the Solid Systems Group and has a strong
substantive focus on all your Security and Safety issues, by making unwanted influence on the
business activities within your company or organization visible, controlled and manageable.
We have all the necessary skills and expertise within our business unit to take care of the actual
Security & Safety policy within your company or organization, from delivery policy-making up to
implementation, including quality assurance and auditing.
If you are interested, please contact us without any obligation for an substantive explanation,
introduction or just to make an appointment.
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